ABSTRACT. A convergence space is a set together with a convergence structure. In this paper we discuss a method of constructing compactifications on a class of convergence spaces by use of functions.
--X is a function from into X then is a subnet of s A -X if for any Ix A there exists a 5 e 1 such that t [15: ] s [IXA] . A universal net (or ultranet) is a net with no proper subnet. The following ideas are introduced in So [18] . A convergence structure on a set X is a class C of ordered pairs (s,x) where s is a net in X and x X such that for any (s,x) in C the ordered pair (t,x) also belongs to C if is a subnet of s. A convergence space (X,C) is a set X on which we have def'med a convergence structure C. If a convergence structure C is defined on a set X we will usually abbreviate (X,C) by X. Also the phrase s converges to x (denoted by s --x) will mean (s,x) e C. A convergence space X is compact if every net in X has a convergent subnet in X and, finally, X is Hausdorffif no net in X converges to two distinct points in X.
Throughout this paper X will denote a convergence space. If E X then clxE E u {x e X there is some net s in E such that s x }. Note that this closure operator is not necessarily idempotent, i.e., clxE may be a proper subset of clxclxE. A subset E of X is dense in X if clxE X. If f is a map from X into a convergence space Y then we say that f is continuous if s --4 x in X implies that fos f(x). Furthermore [20] In So [18] the author develops a method for constructing the one-point compactification of a noncompact Hausdorff convergence space X and discusses some of the properties of this compactification. In this paper we discuss a general method of constructing compactifications of a convergence space X. In particular we use this method to construct a compactification to which every real-valued bounded function on X extends. 2. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS.
The following technique for constructing compactifications is modeled on a method of constructing Hausdorff compactifications of locally compact Hausdorff spaces by using functions from X into a compact Hausdorff space K (see Andr6 [1] , Chandler et al. [5] , [6] , Cain et al. [4] , and Faulkner [11] Given an arbitrary continuous function f" X --) K from a non-compact Hausdorff convergence space X into a compact Hausdofff topological space K let X X u S(f). We define a convergence structure on X as follows A net s in X converges to a point x in X if and only if s is frequently in X (i.e., s has a cofinal subnet in X) and six converges to x. Let f* X -o K be the function such that f'Is(f) is the identity function on S(f) and f*lx f on x. A net s in Xf.converges to a point y in S(f) if and only if s has no convergent subnet in X and f*os converges to y in S(f) (noting that, by lemma 3, y belongs to S(f)).
Let us now verify whether we have defined a convergence structure on Xf. We are required to show that if s converges to x in X and is a subnet of s then also converges to x. It will suffice to show this for a net s in X that converges to a point x in S(f). If s is a net in X that converges to a point x in S(f) then s has no convergent subnet in X and f*os conve:ges to x in S(f). Let be a subnet of s. Then f*ot is a subnet of f*os in K and so f*ot converges to x in K; hence converges to x. It follows that X is a convergence space.
The following is a generalization of theorem 1.1 of Cain [4] contains a net with no convergent subnet in X. Since f*ot is a net in K, f*ot has a convergent subnet that converges to some point l(t) in S(f) (by lemma 3). Hence has a subnet that converges to l(t) (by definition of the convergence structure on Xf). Since S(f) c: U n S(f). Hence for each open neighbourhood U of x in K there exists a net with no convergent subnet in X that converges to a point l(t) in U S(f). It follows that there is a net s {s 5 A} of such nets in X whose limits l(s) {l(si) 5 (by definition of the convergence structure on xf). This means that x e clxfX and so X is dense in Xf.
We have shown that X is a Hausdorff compactification of X. l-] Observe that in the last part of the above proof we have shown that, if X is a non-compact Hausdorff LC convergence space and f is a continuous function from X into a compact Hausdorff topological space then X is pretopological at each point x in S(f).
PROPOSITION 8. If f-X --) K is a function from a Hausdorff convergence space X into a compact Hausdorff topological space K then the function f extends continuously to a function f* X --) K where f*lsf) is the identity function on S(f).
PROOF. Clearly both f*ls(0 and f*lx f are continuous on S(f) and X respectively. Let s be a net in X that converges to x in S(f). Then f*os converges to x f*(x) in S(f) (by definition of the convergence structure on Xf). Hence f*os converges to f*(x). Thus f* is continuous on xf. Let f" X ---) [-1,1] be the function from X into [-1,1] (equipped with the usual interval topology) defined as f(x) sin(n) if x (n-l,n] where n is an integer. If is a net in X that converges to a point y (n-l,n] for some integer n then is eventually in (n-1,n]; hence fot is eventually sin(n) f(n). It then follows that f is continuous on X. [5] . They are characterized as being those compactifications ttX of X whose outgrowth X is a retract of ctX.
The following theorem follows easily from Proposition 8. In example 9 above, the closed interval [-1,1 S(f) is a retract of Xf. Proposition 11 is a generalization of lemma in Chandler [5] --K so that fa separates the points of txX, then txX is equivalent (as a compactification of X) to X f X u S(f).
PROOF. By 11, f[txX] S(f). We define a function txX --X u S(f) as follows: j(x) f(x) if x belongs to txX'kX and j(x) x if x belongs to X. Clearly is one-to-one. We now verify that is continuous. Let s A X be a net in X such that s converges to x in ttXkX. We wish to show that jos j(x) (= if(x)) in Xf. Equivalently We now proceed similarly to show that j<-is continuous. Let s A --> X be a net in X that converges to x S(f). We wish to show that j-oS --> j<--(x) fit-(x). Equivalently we wish to show that s --> <-(x). Suppose s ---> y in IxXXX. We claim that y fit*-(x). If y # fit<--(x) then fit(y) # fitofit-(x) x (since fit is one-to-one on ctXXX). Hence there exists an open neighbourhood U of fa(y) such that x otXXcltxU. Let X be a Hausdorff LC convergence space and let C*(X) denote the collection of all real-valued bounded continuous functions on X. We will show that, by using the above method of constructing compactifications of a Hausdorff LC convergence space we may construct a compactification X* of X in which X is C*-embedded, i.e., a compactification X* of X where every function f in C*(X) extends continuously to a real-valued function f* on X*. Consider the evaluation map ec,tx induced by C*(X) from X into FI{ Ig g C*(X)} (where, for each g, Ig is a closed bounded interval containing g[X]). Then xec'x X S(ec,o:)). Since X is a LC space and ec,x)maps X into a compact Hausdorff topological space, xec'cx is a Hausdorff compactification of X. Now ec, cx extends continuously to ec, cx* on xectx where ec,x* restricted to S(ec,cx) is the identity function. If f C*(X) and xf" FI I" g C*(X)} --If where xfoec,cx(x) f(x) then the map f* xf*ec, tx* is a continuous extension of f to xec'tx mapping a point x in S(ec,x) to f*(x) in If. We have just constructed a compactification of X in which X is C*-embedded and whose outgrowth is a compact Hausdorff topological space. We will denote xec'xby X. We have purposely used a symbol resembling the one used for the Stone-ech compactification 13X of a locally compact Hausdorff topological space X since the method used to construct 13X mimics one used to construct 13X (see 2.2 of Andr6 [1] 
